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Session # 240 
Partner and Small Group Training 

Annette Lang 
 

I. Rationale for Partner and Small Group Training 
 A. Financial concerns 
  1. Each person pays less than one on one training 
  2. Client may be able to do multiple sessions per week 
 
 B. Targeting specific populations 
  1. Sport specific training 
  2. Post rehab/specific concerns 
 

C. Could enhance adherence to exercise program 
 1. Working out with a friend or friends enhances retention 
 2. Meeting new people to workout with can enhance accountability 
 
D. Additional revenue stream for the facility and trainer 

  1. You earn more money per hour 
 
 
II.  Potential Challenges for the Personal Trainer 
 A. Need to focus on more than one person at a time 
  1. Start with the least common denominator 
   -ensure proper form and then increase challenges 
   -being as strict as possible is probably not feasible 
   -you need to be able to constantly scan the participants 
      
 B. Clients will have various degrees of fitness and health backgrounds 
  1. Do pre-screening to ensure base level of compatibility 
  2. You can set up specific groups to address special populations 
 
 C. Exercise selection  
  1. Picking isolated movements are easier for deconditioned clients, 
   or for those with less functional experience 
  2. Alternate body parts for less experienced/less fit clients  
  3. Some exercises/movements take longer than others 
    -person doing squat thrusts can catch their breath while other 
      person is doing bicep curls 
    -have variations ready  
     -change direction 
     -change speed of movement 
     -add balance challenge     
  4. Using multiple machines during prime time is difficult 
    -have active rest options ready to go in your mind 
  5. Utilize the “toys” in your facility to enhance exercise options 
    -use stability ball in between machines if necessary 
  6. Incorporate cardio intervals in the workout 
    -machines 
    -jump rope or body weight moves 
 
 
III.  Potential Workout Options 
 A. Full Body Circuit 

1. Either isolate muscles, or use multiple limbs at one time 
2. Work along all three planes of movement 
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3. Work against gravity 
4. Can be done 2-3 times per week 
5. Can be done with minimal equipment and in many places 
6. Incorporate numerous variables to change demands 
 -change speed of movement 
 -change direction of movement 
 -use one or both limbs 

 
B. Traditional Bodybuilding 

  1. You can still focus on certain muscle groups each session 
  2. You could alternate one or more of these workouts with a full body circuit 
   during the week 
 
 C. Sport Specific Programs 

1. Can be organized to prepare for a competition 
2. Can be an on-going program 
3. Can be set up as a 6-12 week program 
4. Important considerations 
 - include specific movement patterns and/or strength, stability, stretching 

 
 D. Post-Rehab/Specific Concerns 

1. Target prevalent conditions 
 -healthy back workouts 
 -shoulder integrity routines 
 -foot and ankle routines 
2. Can be done in conjunction with referral physical/occupational therapy 
3. Can be done as part of someone’s individual or one on one training 
 program 

 
IV. Partner Workouts 
  1. Can be done by switching exercises back and forth 
   -each person does one exercise, then switch 
  2. Can be done in circuit format 
   -each person does the same sequence of exercises 
   -one person follows the other person through a circuit 
  3. Both people can do exact same exercise 
   -the easiest choice for the trainer 
   -a good way to start if you are new to this 
 
V. Small Group Workouts 
  1. Can be done in stations, where smaller groups move from station to  
   station, with a different exercise at each station. 
  2. Can be done in line format, the first position in each line does the 
   same exercise, then moves to the second position, etc. 
  3. You can have each person do the exact same exercise 
   -need to have enough equipment 
 
VI. Full Body Circuit Partner Workout: clients do one of two exercises; switch twice.   Go 
 through circuit 2-3 times, changing one variable each time.   
  1. squats with med ball diagonal movements: standing med ball rotations 
   -squats with pretend overhead throws up: pretend throws down  
  2. jump lunges: forward lunges 
   -single leg squats: single leg squat with overhead medball lift 
  3. seated rotation/med ball: sit up with medball reaches  
   -prone extensions: supine lower body rotations 
  4. walking push ups: plank walks 
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   -T stands: lat rollouts with stability ball 
  5. prone holds on stability ball: prone horizontal abduction on ball  
   -circles/letters on stability ball: back extension on stability ball 
  6. rotation lunges with med ball: walking lunges with rotation 
   -clock lunges with medball: lateral lunges with medball 
  7. squat and row with band (both clients) 
   -standing rotation with band (both clients) 
  8.  side bridges/hold: oblique crunches with legs to one side 
   -side bridges/lateral flexion: prone holds on knees/floor 
 
VII.  Full Body Circuit: Small Group.  Each client does one exercise, moves to next 
  1. med ball with squats, big body movements 
  2. jump lunges 
  3. hold tubing for station #4 
  4. standing rotation with tubing 
  5. walking push ups 
  6. circles/letters on physioball 
  7. clock lunges 
  8. hold tubing for station #9 
  9. squat and row with tubing 
  10.  bicycle oblique twists 
    
VIII.  Posture Perfect Program 

  SMR with foam roller (posterior and anterior muscles) 
Stretch anterior muscles/lats 

  Reach, roll and lift 
Wall sit with overhead reach 
Prone on stability ball 

U’s, t’s, w’s with trunk on ball 
Prone hold with circles, letters 

PNF patterns with tubing/cable 
Reverse flyes with band 
Scaption 
Protraction (on floor or against the wall) 
Chest presses if applicable 
Practice good posture 

 
IX.  Healthy Back Program 

• Belly breathing 
• Toe touches with appropriate lever length 
• Dead bug/potential strength training in this position 

o Flyes/triceps/pullovers 
• Bridges 

o Double bridges with med ball 
o Single leg bridges 
o Hold bridge position with upper body moves 

• Flyes/pullovers 
• Proper lifting techniques=strength training 

o Squat and row 
o Modified dead lifts 

• Foam roller/self myofascial release 
• Stretch hip flexors, hamstrings, piriformis, lats 
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